
1 新井 祥多

2 泉 ゆりか

3 垣内 浩貴

4 加藤 萌里

5 株田 佳奈

6 小林 汐音

7 小林 捺穂

8 三本木 千尋

9 島田 佳奈

10 陣崎 りか

11 鈴木 博子

氏名 6 7 8 9 10
Split-Brain research Twin studies Learning and memory The development of moral judgment Gender identity and sex typing

… to the right hemisphere, which received
the original visual input of the word nut.

..., regardless of the intentions or motivation
behind the act.

… and physically more often than they
punish girls (Maccoby & Jacklin, 1974).

In this experiment the word must be flashed
on the screen for no more than a tenth of a
second. …

Molecular genetics of behavior COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT IN
CHILDHOOD

In Piaget's third stage of moral development,
the child begins to appreciate that some
rules are social …

In reacting differently to boys and girls, some
researchers suggest, parents may not be
imposing their …

… abstract ethical principles and uphold
them in order to avoid self-condemnation.

Hemispheric specialization Environmental influences on gene action The sensorimotor stage Kohlberg reported that fewer than 10 percent
of his adult participants showed the kind of
…

Cognitive-developmental theory.

THE AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM CHAPTER 3: PSYCHOLOGICAL
DEVELOPMENT

Operational stages PERSONALITY AND SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT

Gender schema theory.

… you might push him too hard because
he's supposedly smart'.

… be unable to show this knowledge
through searching behavior.

… the defining dimensions (Thomas, Chess,
Birch, Hertzig, & Korn, 1963).

THE ENDOCRINE SYSTEM Parents, obviously, can have very different
expectations for their children. Particularly
with a first …

In a study designed to test this possibility,
children were not required to actively search
for the …

Of the original sample, 133 individuals were
followed into adult life and again assessed
on …

ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT

… and the influence of the pituitary on the
sex glands.

The relationship between the pituitary gland
and the hypothalamus illustrates the
complex …

HEREDITY AND ENVIRONMENT Alternatives to Piaget's theory Early social behavior Psychological effects of puberty

… deprivation a child receives from the
environment in the early years.

… of the pieces. (We discuss experts versus
amateur problem solvers in Chapter 9.)

… but typically end up as the healthiest
group by age 18 (Petersen, 1989).

EVOLUTION, GENES, AND BEHAVIOR Even forms of development that seem to be
determined by innate biological timetables
can be …

Increasing knowledge of the world, rather
than a qualitative shift in cognitive
development, may also …

Attachment Early maturation has the opposite effect on
the self- esteem of girls. Compared with
later maturers, …

… close personal relationships in adulthood
(Bowlby, 1973).

Evolution of behavior Stages of development Sociocultural approaches Mary Ainsworth, one of Bowlby's associates,
made extensive observations of children and
their …

Identity development

… how to hunt, kill, and prepare animals for
family meals.

Chromosomes and genes CAPACITIES OF THE NEWBORN The origins of this view of cognitive
development can be seen in the work of the
Russian scholar …

Parenting styles Moratorium.

(CHAPTER 3の終わりまで)

Dominant and recessive genes Hearing Theory of mind Later development CHAPTER 4: SENSORY PROCESSES

…  that people can have beliefs different
from their own or different from reality.

...that would be so blurred as to be useless
in any practical sense.

Sex-linked genes Taste and smell How does this understanding develop?
Bartsch and Wellman (1995) argue that the
developmental

Self-concept Our senses are our input systems. From
them we acquire data about the world
around us, which …

(CHARACTERISTICS OF SENSORY
MODALITIESの手前まで)


